
Richmor All-In-One DSM ADAS AI Vehicle DVR
Product Description

Main Features
1) DSM+ADAS AI function.
 



2) H.265 compression, save storage and 3G/4G data traffic cost.
 
3) Easy installation, 1/5 of normal time.
 
4) Integrated speaker, sound pick up, faced forward camera.
 
5) Support Portuguese, Spanish and English. Other language customization.
DSM function
DSM stands for driver status monitoring. Detection including smoking, calling, distraction,
fatigue, leaving seat, etc.

ADAS function
ADAS stands for advanced driving assistance system. It detects potential collision or danger through
front view and gives pre-warning to driver. Detection includes forward collision warning(FCW), lane
departure warning(LDW), headway monitoring warning(HMW).

Management Platform
Using CMSV6 and Richmor platform for fleet management.
Support Android app, PC client, IOS client to remotely view.



Support API/SDK integration.

Easy Installation
Simple wire bunch, use 3M glue to be pasted to windshield.
Easy installation only take 1/5 of normal time. Save time and labor cost.

Specification
item value
Model Number RCM-BK6I-001
Product name Mini AI MDVR
Video compression H,265 and H.264
Video input 4 Channels



Resolution 4*1080p/720p
Video Output 1*BNC
Audio input 2 channels
Audio output 1 channel
Alarm input 5 channels
Alarm output 1 channel
Storage 2 TF card (128GB each card)
Conmmunication way GPS/3G/4G/WIFI (optional)
AI function DSM; face recognition
Language Chinese/English/Customization
Warrenty 12 month
Packing & Delivery

The packing can be the normal industry Packing or customized service.
Company Profile
Shenzhen Richmor Technology Development Co., Ltd. is a TOP high-tech manufacturer
specialized in digital and intelligent mobile video surveillance products, with rich experiences for
developing, producing and selling over 10 years. Mainly include 3G 4G SD card/HDD mobile DVRs,
3G 4G megapixels mobile NVRs, 4CH/5CH/8CH HDD mobile DVRs, ADAS DSM HDD mobile DVRs,
3G/4G portable DVR, HD vehicle camera, vehicle IP cameras, HD vehicle PTZ camera...etc. As a
professional manufacturer, we concentrate ourselves on providing customers with most advanced



technologies and products with highest quality.

 





FAQ
1. Who is Richmor?
Richmor is focused on mobile DVR field since 2008. Provides comprehensive solution for fleet
management with advanced AI technology. We have our own R&D team, support ODM/OEM order.

2. What can we buy from Richmor?
Professional local MDVR; 3G/4G MDVR; AI MDVR; dashcam; cameras, cables, fuel sensor and so on
device related with fleet management.

3. Can we have a closer look at the deivce or platform?
Sure! Contact salesperson for more videos of product, or schedule a video conference. Demo
account for platform is also available!

4. How does Richmor device benefit me?
Richmor not only provide high-quality product, but also 24-hour professional technical support.
Solves problem immediately to save you cost and energy.
With leading technology in this field, will help you develop market better and faster.
10-years Alibaba golden supplier, 13-year experience, your reliable supplier!

5. Can we get a free sample?
Click below to send us inquiry, and you will see the surprise. :)
Contact



 
 
Sales Engineer: Ada Lin
Email: sales03 AT richmor.net
Whatsapp/skype: +86 18938073583
http://www.rcmcctv.com/en/index.php
 
Send us inquiry


